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CHINA’S E-COMMERCE SOFT SPOT:
LOGISTICS
Consumers are buying massive amounts online, but subpar operating
discipline in distribution is keeping costs high.
by Alan Lau and Min Su

Thanks to China’s e-commerce boom,
the country’s package-delivery business
has been growing at 30 percent a year.
On the most recent Single’s Day—an
online buying fest that takes place every
November 11—consumers ordered
680 million packages, across all Chinese
websites, that needed delivery.
That’s good news with a nagging
downside: growth is eroding margins
for many e-commerce players as they
struggle with the basics of moving so
many goods. Alibaba, for example, has
slated $16 billion for future logistics
investments, both to increase its market
reach and to improve the reliability and
speed of delivery. (Alibaba owns T-mall,
which sold $150 million in merchandise
in just over a minute during Singles
Day 2015 and ended it with more than
$13 billion in total sales.)
E-commerce companies are trying
creative solutions, such as investing
in online-to-offline business models
and self-pick-up strategies, which shift
more of the last-mile delivery costs to
purchasers. They’re also automating their
warehouse operations. The results so
far are mixed: McKinsey research shows

wide variations in logistics costs among
e-commerce players deploying similar
technologies and logistics strategies
(exhibit).
In our experience, companies should
start with the basics: grinding out logistics
gains by standardizing processes and
applying lean practices all the way from
the supply chain to the management
of returns. Our research shows that
certain improvements—such as
more standardized packaging, better
route planning, optimization across
transportation modes, and tracking
returned products—could lower logistics
costs by 30 percent, without significant
investments in new technology or
business models.
Alan Lau is a director in McKinsey’s Hong
Kong office, and Min Su is a senior expert in
the Shanghai office.
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Logistics costs for Chinese e-commerce players vary
significantly.
Logistics costs; index: total for company A = 1001
100

Total
gap = 29%
71

Difference in costs between the
2 companies: Areas to address

Transportation
Warehousing
and sorting

Company A

12%

Last mile

9%
8%

Company B

Logistics costs for 2 players deploying similar technologies and logistics strategies; costs for
administration and IT, compensation of seller, first mile, and reverse logistics were the same for
each company.
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